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The Learning Circle Framework™
Phase I: Target
All great training courses or programs start with a focus, a target. If you don't know why you are creating training and who you are building it for, you will most likely fail. Who are your learners?
What business problems are your trying to solve? What are the needs and goals of your learners? These are all questions to consider in the Target phase. Targeting does not need to be an
exhaustive analysis like some traditional models require, but it will be worth your time to consider some of the following elements when creating your learning strategy:
ü
ü
ü
ü
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Phase II: Create
The Create phase is where your amazing learning experience comes to life. During this phase, your learning materials are created, tested, and revised based on learner feedback. This is
where you will gather, create, and organize learner stories. Learner stories are simply a definition of learner needs. In this phase you will also gather and curate content. In the modern age
when content is created every second, more of your time as a learning experience designer should be focused on gathering and curating content and less on writing original content. How can
you test your prototype and gather continual feedback from your learners and stake holders? These are all questions to consider in the Create phase. See an overview of the key elements of
the Create phase:
ü
ü
ü
ü
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Phase III: Launch
So now you have a clear focus and your course has been tested with your learners—it is time to launch! What does your course roadmap look like? Specifically, when will you roll it out, who
will take the training, and what channels will it be delivered? Have you considered how you will communicate your training program? After all, a training course is useless if people are not
aware that it exists. These are all questions to consider in the Launch phase. This is the phase that excites all instructional design related professionals; this is when all of your hard work pays
off! See an overview of the key elements of the Launch phase:
ü
ü
ü
ü
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